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Even though perception of a wormhole is pretty difficult for a human being to understand. It can
be explained and understood if the concept was projected. Imagine if space was a piece of
paper of unimaginable length and width that can easily be folded on either side of the paper. On
paper there are two points drawn 50 billion light years far away from each other. Fold the paper
in such a way that two areas of location should overlapped each other. Pierce a hole between
the two overlapped regions using a pencil. The hole that is present between two overlapped
locations is called a wormhole and it is a gate between two locations. In theory if we tried to
pass a payload through the wormhole it could cover so many distances at a few instances of
time. As the payload is just a door or a gate far away from the location it has to arrive. In theory
the payload has broken the speed of light with the help of a wormhole. If a payload is passed
between these holes it could cover so much distance at a much less time and in theory could
also break the “limit” of the speed of light.
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After imagining the wormhole concept in space we have now known and understood the basic
working concept of a wormhole.Wormholes do exists as it has been supported by not only by
the means of observation or science fiction media but also by many religious books as well. For
example in the Holy Quran it provides evidence that when angels travel in space they
experience different time e than the time humans experience on earth. “The angels and the
Spirit will ascend to Him during a Day the extent of which is fifty thousand years.” The angels
take only 1 day to travel from any location in space which is equivalent to 50000 human years
and it is possible using the concept of wormholes. Even Science fiction related media also uses
the concept and theory of wormholes. Like in “Interstellar ” which is a movie about wormholes
released in the year 2014 by the director of the movie Christopher Nolan. In the movie it is
shown that people are travelling to different galaxies using a wormhole and the reason is that
they are trying to find other terrestrial planets that can sustain life. Worm holes comes in various
shapes and sizes and these come with many different scientist who theorize about the types of
wormholes in the first place.
Many scientist have debated each other on the subject of wormholes and have come up with a
universal agreement that around six primary types of wormholes present in the space time
dimension. “Traversable worm hole” which have the ability to transport object one location of
space in one point to the other location. Second is a non-traversable wormholes in which the
door of the wormhole is not stable enough to let anyone out, it has a high probability of being
collapsed. If a human or a payload would have to pass through it could easily destroy both of
them. Third is a “one-way” wormholes that could only allow only the path of moving forward but
no path of return. There are two types which are black holes and white holes. “Text to be added
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here about black holes and white holes”. Fourth there is a “two way worm holes” which can not
only provide going route but there is always a return route provided by the two way worm hole
as well.Fifth one is called an “Intra-Universe wormholes” which can help the traveler or a
travelling object to cover distances that are far apart from each other in space time but those
distances would be within the single universe. “Inter-Universe wormholes” can help objects to
travel.
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